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ABSTRACT
The.article.discusses.the.issues.related.to.ethics.of.mili-
tary information operations. It tries to explore possible 
challenges posed by military exploitation of the infor-
mation. domain. and. its. relation. to. professional. ethics..
Ethical. aspects. of. military. information. operations. are.
explored.through.the.lens.of.traditional.concepts.of.the.
just war theory. The authors try to examine suitability of 
the just war theory for the study of an ethical dimension 
of.military.information.operations.
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4. LESSONS LEARNED AND HISTORY OF CONFLICTS

Introduction
A Western approach to information war-

fare. that. limited. it. to. military. operations.
was harshly confronted with Russian “unre-
stricted” information warfare that stretched 
into.peacetime.and.involved.all.instruments.
of power orchestrated to influence target 
audiences’.minds..At.the.same.time.social.
media gave individual actors power to fight 
their own information campaigns regardless 
of the state affiliation. While issues of cyber 
warfare have been studied in details in re-
cent. years,. the. ethical. side. of. information.
operations has not enjoyed similar atten-
tion. Western militaries will more and more 
often face adversaries that are not bound 
by ethical and legal standards imprinted in 
our democracies. To be effective against 
such.adversaries. they.might.have. to.oper-
ate.on. the.edge.of.commonly.agreed.ethi-
cal standards of a just war and on the verge 
of believed opinions about civilian control 
over. armed. forces.. As. information. opera-
tions entail influencing enemy, as  well as 

neutral. and. friendly. audiences,. they. pose.
a challenge for Western militaries related 
to.military.professional.standards.and.eth-
ics. What about lies to a civilian part of the 
society by the military involved in informa-
tion operations in peace time? What should 
be the limits of manipulating minds of al-
lied partners and your own society? How 
to build trust between civilian and military 
counterparts.involved.in.information.opera-
tions and what ethical standards should be 
observed? How to divide responsibilities 
and accountabilities between civilian and 
military actors? How to distinguish legiti-
mate combatants from mercenaries, “use-
ful. idiots”. or. human. shields?. The. authors.
try to ask down-to-earth questions to spark 
discussion. on. ethical. issues. related. to. in-
formation warfare that military is going to 
face with dramatically increased intensity 
over coming years. They believe it will be 
helpful in defining an ethical framework for 
military. conduct. in. information.operations,.
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providing at least partial guidance how to 
navigate.military.activities.in.the.domain.of.
information.

The scope of military infor-
mation operations

To.start.the.analysis.of.ethical.dimension.
of information operations we need to un-
derstand what the purpose of information 
operations is. In broad terms information 
operations seek to influence the behavior 
of target audiences by changing their abil-
ity to make decisions, while simultaneously 
defending the friendly capability to make 
proper.decisions1..The.information.is.used.
in a similar way to other instruments of na-
tional power. Information operations may 
range from cyber or kinetic attacks against 
adversary. communication. nodes. and. net-
works to the use of information media to 
influence attitudes and behaviors of deci-
sion-makers.and.population2..

All.information.operations.activities.occur.
within the broader context of the informa-
tion. environment.. This. environment. recog-
nizes. the. critical. role. that. information. and.
information. systems. play. in. today’s. ad-
vanced.societies.as.they.progressed.from.
an.agrarian.society.to.an.industrial.one,.and.
then. to. the. information. age.. The. informa-
tion.environment.pervades.and.transcends.
the boundaries of the land, sea, air, space, 
and cyberspace. What makes information 
operations.different.from.classical.“kinetic”.
military operations is the fact that it may be 
accessed and leveraged not only by states 
but also non-state actors. One may argue 
that. there. are. no. significant. differences.
in. access. to. the. information. environment.
�. Department. of. Military. Strategy,. Planning,. and. Op-

erations,. Information Operations Primer. Fundamen-
tals of Information Operations AY 2012, U.S. Army War 
College,.Carlisle,.PA,.2011,.p..3

� G.R. Lucas, Jr., Just War and Cyber Conflict. “Can 
tere be an ‘Ethical’ Cyber War?”, lecture at the U.S. 
Naval Academy, 2014, https://www.usna.edu/Eth-
ics/_files/documents/Just%20War%20and%20Cybe
r%20War%20GR%20Lucas.pdf (15.03.2019)

between the two types of actors, which 
makes an “information battlefield” crowded 
by numerous actors of various affiliations 
and.status.

When discussing information operations 
we need to be aware of three conceptual 
dimensions.of.the.information.environment:.
connectivity,. content. and. the. cognitive. di-
mension3.. They. all. play. an. important. role.
in information operations. However; there 
are.different.ethical.implications.for.each.of.
them..“Connectivity”.refers.to.the.physical.
or electronic links which enable information 
exchange. and. operations. against. them,.
and do not pose completely new ethical di-
lemmas..One.must.take.into.account.“dual-
use” connectivity which is employed for 
both, military and civilian purposes such 
as electric grid management networks etc. 
However; when talking about “connectiv-
ity” we need also to refer to non-technical 
relationships between people, such as so-
cial media communities etc., which may be 
exploited. for. information. operations. pur-
poses4..

The.“content”.of.information.environment.
includes the words, images, databases, 
etc.. that. contain. the. information. itself,. as.
well as actions and inactions to which 
meaning is ascribed. This dimension of the 
information.environment. links.the.physical.
real world with the human consciousness 
of. the. cognitive. dimension.. “Content”. of.
the.information.environment.may.constitute.
for.human.actions.a.source.of.input.(stimu-
lus,. senses,. etc.). and. convey. the. output.
(intent,.direction,.decisions,.etc.)5..There.is..
a significant imbalance between demo-
cratic. states. and. their. militaries. versus.
non-democratic states along with non-
state.actors. in.creating.and.dissemination.
�. Information.Operations.Primer…,.op..cit.,.pp..4-5.
�. European. Parliament,. Computational. propagan-

da techniques, http://www.europarl.europa.eu/.
R e g D a t a /e t u d e s /ATAG / 2 018 / 6 2 8 2 8 4 / EP R S _
ATA(2018)628284_EN.pdf 

�. Information.Operations.Primer…,.op..cit.,.p..4.
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of.“content”.in.the.information.environment..
We expect that a democratic state should 
not use lies – especially against its own 
society. or. the. international. community.. A.
small number of “tactical lies” may turn in 
the. long. term. into. “strategic. distrust”. that.
will adversely impact political and social 
support.for.specific.military.operations..On.
the. other. hand,. non-state. actors. and. un-
democratic regimes enjoy relative freedom 
of. lying,. at. least. in. the. short. term.. Such..
a. situation. creates. an. ethical. dilemma.
about manipulating information, using lies 
or.not.telling.the.truth.to.the.society.

The.“cognitive”.dimension.of.the.informa-
tion. environment. exists. in. human. minds..
In. the. “cognitive”. sphere,. the. individuals.
interpret. the. information,. shape. opinions.
and beliefs. In the “cognitive” sphere, the 
information.is.filtered.and.a.sense.of.mean-
ing. and. context. is. attached. to. it.. The. in-
formation. is. evaluated. and. processed. to.
form decisions, which are communicated 
back through the information dimension 
to the physical world. Although the cogni-
tive dimension cannot be directly attacked 
it may be influenced indirectly through the 
physical. and. information. dimensions.. Ulti-
mately,.the.cognitive.dimension.is.the.high.
ground.in.information.operations,.the.place.
in which objectives of those operations are 
achieved. We may view an impact on the 

“cognitive” dimension using two not fully 
separated. perspectives. of. the. short. term.
and. the. long. term.ones..A.single.piece.of.
fake news creates the short term impact, 
but what about a prolonged campaign 
of disinformation? Isn’t it a weapon of the 
mass “consciousness destruction”? What 
types.of.attacks.against.human.conscious-
ness should be accepted and which should 
be banned?

Ethics and military informa-
tion operations

Ethical problems of information opera-
tions may be viewed through the lens of the 
concepts of the just war theory including 
jus ad bellum.and. jus in bello6..Commonly.
recognized tenets of the just war include 
a.right.purpose,.duly.constituted.authority.
and last resort, while just warfighting takes 
into account a non-combatant immunity, 
proportionality.and.doing.more.good.than.
harm7.

The. first. ethical. dilemma. related. to. mili-
tary. information. operations. stems. from.
blurred lines between the peacetime, crisis 
and war. In physical domains of the land, 
sea,.air.and.space,.it.is.quite.easy.to.recog-
nize. threats. to. peace,. violations. to. peace.
and acts of aggression. It may be difficult 
to attribute those acts to specific state or 
non-state actors, but the possibility of plau-
sible denial by an aggressor is becoming 
slim.in.recent.years..The.situation.is.not.as.
clear with military information operations. 
The.first.and.most. important.question.that.
should be asked in the case of information 
interference is at which point adversary 
information.operations.pass. the. threshold.
of war. It is of importance as exercising the 
right of self-defense is commonly viewed as 
a right reason for a state to go to war. But, 
how to make sure that a state possesses 
reliable knowledge that it has fallen victim 
to. an. information. attack. that. threatens. its.
territorial.integrity,.population.security.or.in-

� P. Vallely, The new military morality: Can the prin-
ciples of Just War have meaning in today’s world?,.
Independent, 21September 2014, https://www.in-
dependent.co.uk/voices/comment/the-new-military-
morality-can-the-principles-of-just-war-have-mean-
ing-in-todays-world-9747136.html

� W. Yurcik, Information Warfare: Legal & Ethical Chal-
lenges of the Next Global Battleground,.The.Proceed-
ings. of. The. Second. Annual. Ethics. and. Technology.
Conference. (Ethics’97),. Loyola. University. Chicago,.
Chicago, IL. USA, June 6-7, 1997, pp. 8-9.
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terests?8 It might be difficult to draw the di-
viding line between criminal offences in the 
information.environment.and.those.actions.
of. state. and. non-state. actors. that. consti-
tute acts of war. One must be aware of dy-
namics. of. information. operations.. Military.
operations.conducted.in.physical.domains.
require. time. to.deploy. forces..There. is. tyr-
anny.of.physics.and.geography.in.the.land,.
sea,.air.and.space.operations..Traditionally,.
military. commanders. and. staffs. examine.
factors.of.time,.space.and.forces.to.see.the.
limitations. to.operations.conducted. in. the.
land, sea, air and space environments. But 
the. information.operations.are.not.so.con-
strained.in.terms.of.physical.factors..Given.
an.access.to.a.target.audience,.information.
operation may escalate within minutes over 
intercontinental.distances,.and.the.volume.
and content may switch from defensive to 
offensive.even.faster.via.instant.messaging..
The. information. influence. that.may. look.at.
the beginning like exercising freedom of 
discussion by a part of society may turn 
out to be an integral element of an infor-
mation campaign by an adversary state 
to paralyze our ability to react to negative 
developments. in. the.security.environment..
Overreacting.to.freedom.of.discussion.runs.
against democratic values so it may be dif-
ficult to strike a right balance between situ-
ational awareness, defensive and offensive 
information.operations.

Military. information. operations. create.
ethical. challenges. as. it. is. very. difficult. to.
ascertain who is the enemy and what type 
of protection the non-combatants deserve. 
The.tenet.of.duly.constituted.authority.has.
been understood for a long time as waging 
wars by states, not by individuals. During 
operations.conducted.in.physical.domains.
�. P.. Kilner. P.,. Ethics of cyber operations: 5th domain 

creates challenges, needs new rules, December 21, 
2017, https://www.ausa.org/articles/ethics-cyber-
operations-%E2%80%985th-domain%E2%80%99-
creates-challenges-needs-new-rules (Accessed 10 
March.2019)

every soldier wears a uniform that clearly 
marks his or her state affiliation. It is what 
makes them lawful combatants, operating 
on behalf of a specific state and it is what 
keeps states accountable for the actions of 
their soldiers. But that is not the case for 
information operations. Beside the doubts 
whether we are at war or not, it may not be 
certain who we are fighting against. In the 
information. environment. non-state. actors.
enjoy almost the same freedom of actions 
as states. They are able to use commercially 
available “connectivity” to deliver “content” 
that. influences. targeted. decision-makers.
and societies’ “consciousness”. What state 
can. do. to. stop. non-state. actors. in. the. in-
formation. environment. is. to. cut. off. “con-
nectivity”, for example block IPs, turn down 
the.Internet.servers.etc..Those.options.are.
technically viable but socially unacceptable 
in Western democracies. Again, defense in 
the. information. environment. against. infor-
mation operations by non-state actors may 
demand actions that infringe into your own 
society. and. citizen’s. rights. related. to. free.
access.to.information.

Finally, as recent Russian information 
operations against Western democracies 
revealed,. initiating. defensive. information.
operations. requires. careful. considera-
tion of the tenet of last resort. Is it better 
to. ask. an. adversary. to. cease. his. informa-
tion operations or to start our own ones? 
One. has. to. understand. the. inherent. risks.
related to escalation of hostilities and bear 
in.mind.that.escalation.may.pass.from.the.
information. environment. into. the. physical.
one. creating. political,. economic. or. even.
military.tensions9. For small countries, like 
Estonia in 2006 or the Baltic States after 
2014, subjected to information operations 
by a powerful neighbor using non-state 
� J. Arquilla, Ethics and Information Warfare, in: Z. Kha-

lilzad, J. P. White, A. W. Marshall (Ed.), Strategic Ap-
praisal. The Changing Role of Information in Warfare,.
RAND.Santa.Monica,.CA,.1999,.pp..389-391
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“green. people”. to. reach. consciousness. of.
targeted.populations,. the.situation. is.even.
more complicated. Would it be a viable 
option. to. initiate.defensive. information.op-
erations. or. try. to. pretend. that. nothing. re-
ally happened? But trying to pretend that 
nothing.has.happened.translates.into.lying.
to your own society and, at the same time, 
encouraging. further. information. attacks..
Being confronted with such a dilemma 
might be an uneasy scenario for any gov-
ernment; and for a democratic government 
this might be especially difficult.

After.more.than.a.century.of.the.industrial.
age, and wars that were fought based on a 
rather. detailed. and. constantly. developing.
law of armed conflict, we have entered the 
age of information warfare. Some experts 
argue that we have been witnessing emer-
gence.of.the.fifth.domain.of.operations..The.
real difference however, if we compare the 
information.domain.to.the.other.four.(land,.
sea,. air. and. space),. is. that. it. stretches. di-
rectly.to.a.cognitive.sphere.of.every.single.
individual.exposed.to.an. information.activ-
ity. Because of that waging military informa-
tion operations justly ( jus in bello).may.dif-
fer from the classical concepts of warfare. 
The commonly recognized rules of the law 
of.an.armed.conflict.insist.that.in.land,.sea.
or air military operations non-combatants 
should be protected from military opera-
tions and not targeted in a deliberate man-
ner..There. is.consensus. that. there.should.
be a clear and visible distinction between 
combatants and non-combatants. In mili-
tary. land,. sea. or. air. operations,. civilians.
carrying and shooting weapons lose their 
status of non-combatants and become 
unlawful combatants. But in information 
operations the situation may be quite dif-
ferent. Non-combatants may be deliber-
ately targeted by adversary’s information 
operations. to. erode. society’s. support. to.
its own government actions. Beside the 

short term, tangible results like a decrease 
of.social.support.for.specific.actions.of.the.
government, one needs to think about the 
longer.term.consequences.that.transgress.
a “tactical” dimension of information war-
fare.. Targeted. communities. may. develop.
distrust. and. cohesion. of. the. society. may.
be threatened. It seems especially easy in 
multiethnic societies, in which cultures and 
religions differ. But, it proved also to be 
possible in ethnically homogenous socie-
ties, where dividing lines were drawn along 
political. issues. such. as. democratic. rules.
procedures,.social.participation. in.govern-
ment.or.historic.policy10..Societies.exposed.
to.a.targeted.information.influence.may.suf-
fer. from. “strategic”. effects. of. information.
operations..The. long.term.decrease. in. lev-
els of social confidence and willingness to 
engage in civic activities may be observed. 
As people injured during classical wars lost 
their.legs.or.arms,.the.victims.of.information.
operations.may.suffer.from.losing.empathy.
and may become paranoid-conspiracy 
theory-driven believers. At best, they may 
become reluctant skeptics not willing to 
engage. in.civic.activities..The.ethical.chal-
lenges related to non-combatants in infor-
mation.operations.have.also.another.side..
The.civilians.operating.as.part. of. irregular.
actors or just “lone wolves” become more 
and more often combatants. Some of them 
become combatants in a deliberate way 
because they choose to do so. Some of 
unaffiliated civilians may be willing to fight 
information war but they are not aware of 
all consequences of becoming an unlawful 
combatant. Finally, there are “useful idiots” 
that re-tweet the content, like it and share 

�0	 E. Lucas, P. Pomeranzew, Winning the Information 
War: Techniques and Counter-Strategies in Russian 
Propaganda. , Techniques and Counter-strategies to 
Russian Propaganda in Central and Eastern Europe,.
CEPA, August 2016, pp. 30-32
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it.etc.11 So there will be an ethical dilemma 
how to distinguish between them and how 
to deal with them depending on how guilty 
they.are.. The.consequences.are.dire.. If. a.
state.overreacts.and.punishes. innocent.ci-
vilians it will act against the core values of 
democracy. But if a state neglects unlaw-
ful combatant actions it may ultimately lose 
the.information.fight.

Proportionality. is. another. issue. that. dif-
ferentiates. information. operations. from.
classical, kinetic warfare. In an ideal world 
we should be able to respond to an adver-
sary. information. attack. in. a. very. precise.
manner, in a tit-for-tat fashion. We need to 
calculate possible results of our response, 
and consider whether some amount of 
lethal force is needed. But depending on 
who is the adversary a proportional re-
sponse. may. create. another. dilemma. –. a.
risk of escalation. A number of states have 
already declared their willingness to use 
lethal force in response to cyberattacks. It 
might be even more challenging to retaliate 
against. non-state. actors. in. a. proportional.
way. Non-state actors do not typically pos-
sess their own infrastructure that might be 
a suitable target for kinetic retaliation. Non-
state actors seem also less vulnerable to 
information retaliation. Fake news provide 
a hypothetical adversary with capability to 
create instant mass effects. That is why the 
speed. of. information. requires. almost. an.
instant response to fake news, which for 
a democratic state is supposed to be well 
targeted. and. proportional.. If. a. state. does.
not want to create delays in defensive in-
formation.operations,. it.needs. to.consider.
giving. military. a. sort. of. decentralized. ex-
ecution. authority. to. respond.. That. may.
mean.the.authority.to.develop.and.employ.
a.narrative.that.impacts.the.adversary,.the.
��. European. Parliament. (2018),. Computational propa-

ganda techniques, http://www.europarl.europa.
eu/RegData /etudes/ATAG/2018/628284/EPRS_
ATA(2018)628284_EN.pdf

international public opinion and your own 
society. The ethical dilemma is what should 
be the limits of such authority and how to 
assure.civilian.control.over. information.op-
erations. Observing the highest standards 
of civil-military relations by both politicians 
and military may prove to be a sufficient 
prerequisite for such scenarios. However, 
a. lack. of. trust. may. hamper. defensive. op-
erations within an information domain and 
contribute to the adversary’s success. In 
weak democracies politicians or military 
may. use. opportunity. to. manipulate. their.
own society for specific gains. The worst 
case scenario may be for a democratic 
state to win an information campaign but 
turn into a para-democracy controlled by 
military.and.security.services.

Finally, one who reflects on ethical as-
pects. of. military. information. operations.
needs. to. take. into. account. ethical. calcu-
lations. of. engaging. in. such. operations..
The. ethical. employment. of. military. forces.
in. information. operations. should. strive. to.
do more good than harm. We have opin-
ions and beliefs rooted in our life-long ex-
perience about what is good and what is 
wrong. It took humans centuries to recog-
nize and accept tenets of the just war and 
waging wars in a just way. The information 
environment. constitutes,. to. some. extent,.
uncharted waters. We may think that we 
know where we are heading with informa-
tion operations in the short term, but only 
speculate about consequences of military 
actions. in. the. information. domain. further.
in the future. This will require careful ethi-
cal calculation while choosing options for 
military. information. operations.. It. is. hard.
to predict nowadays to what extent it may 
be desirable to risk actions of the unknown 
long.term.consequences,.such.as.the.em-
ployment. of. artificial. intelligence. in. an. au-
tonomous. or. semi-autonomous. mode. to.
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attack.human.“consciousness”12..This.sce-
nario however is not a distant future, it is a 
dilemma.for.today13.

Conclusions
Traditional concepts of the just war theory 

remain.valid.for.physical.domains.of.military.
operations. But they are not fully applicable 
to. the. information. environment.. Although.
tenets.of.jus ad bellum.and.jus in bello.pro-
vide basic guidelines for ethical conduct for 
the.military. in. information.operations,. they.
are.not.sufficient.to.address.all.challenges.
of the information battleground. Information 
operations.demand.more.attention.to.their.
moral. consequences. than. typical. military.
operations. The boundaries of information 
operations. stretch. into. cognitive. spheres.
of. individuals. that.are.exposed. to. informa-
tion. influence..As.the.short-term.results.of.
information. operations. resulting. from. Rus-
sian computational propaganda may be 
observed in Western societies nowadays, 
it is hard to speculate about the long-term 
impact.. It. is. terra incognita. as. our. under-
standing. of. the. information. environment.
and. the. impact.of. information.on.humans.
is.sometimes.vague..The.long-term.impact.
of deliberate information manipulation on 
human. consciousness. is. not. fully. predict-
able now. The same holds true for social 
consequences.

. Therefore,. military. information. opera-
tions.are.more.challenging.in.ethical.terms.
than.those.ones.that.are.conducted. in. tra-
ditional. domains. of. the. land,. sea,. air. and.
space. In the worst case scenario informa-
tion may become a weapon of mass de-
struction. in. the. “consciousness”. domain.
��. J.L. Chameau J. L., W. F. Ballhaus W.F., H.S. Lin, (Eds), 

Emerging and Readily Available Technologies and 
National Security: A Framework for Addressing Ethical, 
Legal, and Societal Issues,. the. National. Academies.
Press, Washington D.C. 2014, pp. 51, 55-56.

��. S.. Sanovich,. Computational Propaganda in Russia: 
The Origins of Digital Misinformation,.Computational.
Propaganda Research Project. Working Paper No. 
2017.3, Oxford University 2017, pp. 15-16

leaving millions “injured” and distracted for 
the. rest. of. their. lives.. In. less. catastrophic.
scenarios,. it. may. create. conspiracy. theo-
ries and millions of believers that will not 
be fully integrated in democratic societies. 
Ethical.calculations.of.engaging.in.military.
information.operations.should.strive. to.do.
more. good. than. harm. and. orient. an. ac-
cording. categorical. imperative.. A. diligent.
primum non noccere approach should be 
adopted and “new weapons” in the infor-
mation environment should be employed 
in a restrained manner to observe the best 
tenets.of.jus ad bellum.and.jus in bello.
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